November 22, 2022

VIA ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION

Elon Musk
Chief Executive Officer
Twitter, Inc.

Dear Mr. Musk:

According to recent testimony and records provided to the Senate Judiciary Committee by former Twitter, Inc. head of security, Peiter Zatko, at least 4,000 Twitter employees have broad access to platform components that could allow them to impermissibly track an individual user’s geo-location, IP address, email, phone number, and online activity.¹ His testimony made clear that a compromised Twitter employee working on behalf of a foreign power could use this access to collect data on Americans and even hack other parts of a user’s phone to access files, photos, or conversations that could then be used to extort, blackmail, or collect intelligence.² These are significant security failures that Twitter must immediately address and fix. On September 12, 2022, Senator Durbin and I posed a series of questions to your predecessor; however, he failed to answer them citing the ongoing litigation with you as an excuse. The allegations made by Mr. Zatko relate to activity that occurred prior to your ownership of Twitter. Now that you have completed your acquisition of Twitter, you are uniquely positioned to provide answers to Congress where your predecessor failed. Accordingly, I request that you answer the questions in the enclosed September 12, 2022, letter and that you perform a threat assessment of Twitter’s security protocol to better protect user data and privacy.

As you are aware, Twitter has a history of security concerns. For instance, in July 2020, several high school students conducted a phishing scheme to successfully steal the login information of Twitter employees which allowed them to take over the accounts for then-presidential candidate Joe Biden, former President Barack Obama, and yourself.³ The ease at

² Id.
which these students were able to circumvent Twitter’s security protocols in order to obtain access highlights the weaknesses in Twitter’s security.⁴

According to Mr. Zatko, Twitter has already been infiltrated by foreign agents.⁵ In his testimony, he revealed that the FBI recently notified Twitter that they had at least one Chinese agent on the payroll.⁶ Separately, Mr. Zatko told the Committee that he believes that the Republic of India was able to place at least one foreign asset within the company.⁷ He also testified to Twitter’s lack of concern over foreign agents being on the payroll when he recalled a specific conversation with a Twitter executive in which they reportedly said, “Well, since we already have one, what does it matter if we have more? Let’s keep growing the office.”⁸

In the hands of a foreign agent embedded at Twitter, a foreign adversary could use their access to personal data to track down pro-democracy dissidents within their country or spy on Americans. This has actually happened in the past. In 2019, two Twitter employees were indicted by the Department of Justice for using their position at Twitter to access private user data and give it to Saudi Arabia.⁹ These foreign agents were able to access and provide personal information on more than 6,000 individuals of interest to the Saudi government.¹⁰

Mr. Zatko also informed the Committee that a foreign agent could use impermissibly acquired personal data to launch a targeted cyber-attack against specific individuals via malware, which would then potentially allow access to sensitive parts of a user’s phone.¹¹ Furthermore, this information could be shared or sold on underground online forums or to foreign governments by agents without the person’s knowledge.¹² Mr. Zatko also noted another approach, albeit less likely: a foreign agent working within Twitter could insert malicious code in Twitter’s code base to allow them to hack an individual’s phone or account.¹³

Twitter collects vast amounts of data on American citizens. Americans have a vested interest in ensuring that their private data is secure, and that the companies which they have entrusted with their private data have not been infiltrated by foreign agents. In the hands of a foreign adversary, this data is a gold mine of information that could be used against American
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interests. Twitter has a responsibility to ensure that the data is protected and doesn’t fall into the hands of foreign powers.

Accordingly, no later than December 15, 2022, I request that you answer the September 12, 2022, letter and perform a threat assessment of Twitter’s current security posture and systems to better protect user data and privacy. Lastly, I request that you brief Committee staff on the findings of the assessment.

Thank you for your attention to this important matter.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Charles E. Grassley
United States Senator

Enclosure: September 12, 2022 letter
September 12, 2022

Parag Agrawal  
Chief Executive Officer  
Twitter, Inc.  
1355 Market Street  
Suite 900  
San Francisco, CA 94103

Dear Mr. Agrawal:

We write regarding recent allegations that Twitter has turned a blind eye to foreign intelligence infiltration, does not adequately protect user data, and has provided misleading or inaccurate information about its security practices to government agencies. These allegations raise serious concerns given Twitter’s significant role in the U.S. communications landscape and its global reach. In light of these allegations, the Senate Judiciary Committee has scheduled a hearing for September 13, 2022, and we have extended an invitation to you, through your counsel, to appear at that hearing.

On August 23, 2022, multiple news outlets released a lengthy disclosure containing allegations made by Peiter “Mudge” Zatko, the former head of security at Twitter. The disclosure paints a disturbing picture of a company that has fallen short of basic security standards in the technology industry, failed to adequately mitigate attempts by foreign governments to gain access to sensitive user information, and willfully misled government regulators. Among other serious concerns, the disclosure suggests that more than half of the company’s full-time employees have privileged access to Twitter’s production systems, enabling several thousand employees to access sensitive user data—while, at the same time, Twitter reportedly lacks sufficient capacity to reliably know who has accessed specific systems and data and what they did with it. In addition, the disclosure raises questions about Twitter’s capacity to adequately address misinformation and disinformation, particularly in non-English speaking countries. A draft of an independent report requested by Mr. Zatko and included with the disclosure suggests that Twitter may take “a largely reactive approach to misinformation, disinformation and spam in which action is taken on content and threats only if it is flagged by reporters or news headlines, partners, or political officials due to the lack of people and sufficient tools to do proactive analysis.”


The disclosure also raises the prospect that your company’s data security practices may enable foreign governments and intelligence agencies to access sensitive data identifying Twitter users. This is not a theoretical concern. Last month, a federal jury convicted a former Twitter employee of acting as an unregistered foreign agent for the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. While employed by Twitter, the defendant accepted payments in exchange for accessing and conveying the private information of Twitter users to the Saudi Royal family and other Saudi officials. He is one of two former Twitter employees charged by the Justice Department in connection with their efforts to provide Saudi officials with the personal information of dissidents and activists critical of the Saudi regime, including email addresses, phone numbers, and IP addresses—data that could enable Saudi officials to identify and locate these Twitter users.

With tens of millions of users in the U.S. and hundreds of millions of users worldwide, your company collects and is responsible for vast troves of sensitive data. This data can reveal not just a user’s activity on Twitter, but also their personally identifiable information—and even their geolocation. If accurate, Mr. Zatko’s allegations demonstrate an unacceptable disregard for data security that threatens national security and the privacy of Twitter’s users.

To enable us to better understand your company’s data security practices and further assess Mr. Zatko’s disclosures, please provide written responses to each of the following questions as soon as possible, but no later than September 26, 2022:

1. What are your policies and procedures for protecting user data from insider threats posed by foreign intelligence?
   a. Following the discovery of Ahmad Abouammo’s and Ali Alzabarah’s unlawful engagement with the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, how were these policies and/or procedures updated and/or improved?
   b. What training, guidance, and/or other instruction is given to Twitter employees regarding how they should prepare for, guard against, and report any suspected attempts at foreign government intrusion into the company?
   c. How, if at all, does Twitter secure its live production systems and/or user data from potential access by foreign government operatives? To what degree are Twitter’s security teams capable of determining whether foreign government operatives or other nefarious actors have attempted to access sensitive systems or user data?
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d. How does Twitter ensure that employees located in foreign countries are protected from influence by foreign governments? What additional oversight policies and/or procedures are in place to ensure that these employees are not actively working on behalf of foreign governments?

e. What steps does Twitter take during the hiring process to screen candidates for potential linkages to foreign intelligence services? What additional screening procedures, if any, were implemented following the discovery of Abouammo’s and Alzabaragh’s engagement with the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia?

2. What are your company’s policies and procedures for limiting employee access to user data and Twitter’s live production environment?

a. What percentage and number of Twitter employees have at least some level of access to live production systems and/or user data? Please respond to the same question for Twitter engineers.

b. What policies and/or procedures are in place to monitor and control access to Twitter’s live production environment and user data? What policies and/or procedures are in place to ensure that data is registered and tagged in accordance with domestic and international legal requirements?

c. To what degree do engineers at Twitter use live production data and test new software directly on the company’s commercial service, as opposed to segregated test systems? Please describe whether customer or test data is used in the process and at what stages, and at what stage of development new software is tested directly on the company’s commercial service as opposed to a segregated test system. If new software is not tested in a segregated test system, using test data, please explain why Twitter does not follow this practice, which many of its peer companies do.

d. The whistleblower disclosure claims that Twitter has serious information security vulnerabilities, “with over 50% of Twitter’s 500,000 data center servers with non-compliant kernels or operating systems, and many unable to support encryption at rest,” “over 30% of [employee] devices reporting they had disabled software and security updates,” and “no mobile device management for employee phones[.]” Is this information accurate? If you dispute these claims, please provide specific and detailed information to support your response.

e. What steps, if any, has Twitter taken to address data center redundancy concerns in order to prevent a “Black Swan” existential threat that could take the company’s service offline from occurring, as described in the whistleblower disclosure?

3. Please address the following allegations that Twitter has misled regulatory agencies on multiple occasions:
a. The whistleblower disclosure claims that “when the [U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC)] asked Twitter whether it fully deleted the data of users who left the service, Twitter deliberately misled the FTC by stating those accounts were ‘deactivated,’ even when the data was not fully deleted.” What is the distinction between an account and its data that is “deactivated” and an account and its data that is “fully deleted”? Please describe in detail the process, if such a process exists, by which Twitter fully deletes the data of users who leave its service.

b. The whistleblower disclosure claims that in 2020, Twitter had more than 40 security incidents, 70 percent of which were access control related, including 18 access control related breaches. How many access control related security incidents occurred in 2021, and have occurred thus far in 2022? How many of these incidents was Twitter required to report to U.S. government agencies or foreign government agencies? What steps, if any, has Twitter taken to prevent similar security incidents from occurring in the future?

c. The whistleblower disclosure claims that Twitter does not hold proper legal rights to key machine learning training materials and attempted to deceive the FTC when it inquired about these models. Please provide a list of the proper licenses or ownership rights held by Twitter regarding all training materials used by the company to build its machine learning models.

4.

a. Please produce a complete, unredacted copy of the independent report prepared at Mr. Zatko’s request regarding Twitter’s approach to countering misinformation and disinformation.

b. Please provide a full and complete list of all government agencies, foreign and domestic, who have approached Twitter to flag content for removal.

If you have any questions, please contact Jack Solano of Chair Durbin’s staff at 202-224-7703 or Dario Camacho of Ranking Member Grassley’s staff at 202-224-5225. Thank you for your prompt attention to this important request.

Sincerely,

Richard J. Durbin
United States Senator

[Signature]

Charles E. Grassley
United States Senator

[Signature]